
Text S1: Description of the criterion used to determine

groups

In order to calculate statistics on aggregation as well as individuals’ payoffs, we need to
find a robust way to determine groups from the positions and movements of the particles
in the last timesteps. A first step is to decide, for each of them, whether it is stuck within
a group or not. A simple step-by-step procedure will then be applied on the individuals
found to be in a group to clusterize the population. The results presented in the main text
correspond to the following implemented criterion:

• assess the influence of the resulting forces that exert on an individual j over the
update of its movement. The idea is that an individual in a group is under the
influence of more attraction forces than a free individual. We then assess to what
extent such forces affect the speed vector of an individual and we do it for nstep

timesteps in order to average out fluctuations localized in time. A free individual is
one that does not undergo sufficient attraction forces enough times during the last
nstep timesteps:

j is grouped ⇔
tf∑

t=tf−nstep

1{||∑k fjk
(t)||/v>1} > γ nstep (1)

where γ is some threshold coefficient between 0 and 1 (e.g. 0.5).

This criterion focuses on the a priori causes of aggregation, and allows for a more or less
stringent definition of “grouped”, by tuning the parameter γ. The result of a segmentation
of the population into groups according to this criterion is shown in Fig. S1. To check
robustness, we also tested a second criterion that focuses on the effect of aggregation
behaviour on individuals and their movement a posteriori :

• compare the distance covered by the focal individual j with that expected from a
random walker. Indeed, for low to moderate noise values a grouped individual’s move-
ment is characterized by a shorter correlation length than with Brownian movement.
We thus sample the positions of the individual j at nstep distinct, non-successive
timesteps before the ending of aggregation, i.e. at times τ0 = tf−(nstep−1)lstep, τ1 =
tf − (nstep−2)lstep, . . . τnstep−1 = tf , where lstep is the duration between two sampling
events. If the cumulated distance covered by individual j if greater than the average
cumulated distance covered by a random walker (= v · nstep

√
lstep), it is considered

as free, otherwise it is deemed grouped:

j is grouped ⇔
nstep−1∑
k=0

||xj
(τk+1) − xj

(τk)|| < v · nstep

√
lstep (2)

We found that this second criterion leads to comparable separations between grouped
and non grouped individuals in most cases; for very large noise values (such that the
interaction forces and current speed vectors play little role in the update of movement
compared to the random component), it however inaccurately deems some individuals
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Figure S1: Application of criterion 1 on a population after the aggregation step. In this
picture, each group determined by criterion 1 is assigned a random color and individuals
that are deemed free are represented in dark brown. Some of them are isolated while others
are found at the periphery of groups or within small, unstable groups.

grouped whereas none is, as correlation lengths are now all comparable to that of a random
walker.

Once we decided which individuals are free and which are in a group, the actual groups
are determined applying a simple recursive procedure on grouped individuals: any grouped
individual with a radius r1 of another grouped individual belong to the same group. In
the end, for each individual j we are able to compute the size nj of the group it belongs
to as well as, if nj > 1, the number sj of social individuals in its group.
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